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In accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), businesses need to 
consider any personal data that an employee may have saved on work mobile phones and 
other devices as well as potential customer data. 

Data stored on these devices can range from photos, text messages, personal emails, all of 
which would be considered as identifiable data under GDPR. This essentially means that any 
company mobile phones could fall under the requirements of GDPR.

As market leaders in mobile device trade-in, CMR have developed a robust, certified data 
erasure process to ensure that all customers can be confident of compliance to GDPR and 
other data protection regulations. 

CMR’s Data Erasure Service is integral to the business’ processing. Using Piceasoft for Mobile 
Devices and Global Erasure for Macs, devices are erased and certified by reports ensuring 
that you can provide the necessary evidence to any regulator or auditor quickly and easily.
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Overview

Devices arrive via potentially containing 
sensitive data

Industry leading software 
permanently removes data

Certified reports provide assuranceAll data is removed from the 
devices beyond recovery



CMR’s Data Erasure Processes

Piceasoft is CMR’s mobile phone and tablet data erasure software. 
It allows CMR to perform a Cryptographic sanitization on each mobile phone or tablet.
Piceasoft certificates are generated for each device erased as part of CMR’s quote reporting. 
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Data Erasure: Piceasoft

Manual Data Erasure (Older devices not compatible with the third-Party Data Erasure Tool)

Data is erased by our team manually by carrying out a full factory reset on the Mobile Device 
in line with the manufacturers recommended guidelines. We have comprehensive controls in 
built into our system ensuring that the data wiping is completed and have full audit trail of 
when the data erasure took place along with the individual that completed it. Manual Data 
Erasure Certificates are generated by our system for every Mobile Device going through this 
process.
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Piceasoft Certificate
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Manual Erasure Certificate



Global Erasure provide CMR’s Mac data erasure software. Global Erasure performs a 
thorough erasure exceeding the NIST Purge level. The software is able to erase all models 
including M1 and M2 chips. Each erasure generates a certificate in our system. These can 
then be sent to our clients for proof of erasure.

Global Erasure powered by YouWipe is a software-based method, ensuring that 100% all data 
on HDD, SSD, Flash and Mobile devices is completely destroyed and rendered unrecoverable 
by any current technology. YouWipe has been certified under rigorous and professional 
standards, by governments and independent security organizations, such as NATO, the UK 
National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), the Common Criteria (EAL +3), the Dutch General 
Intelligence and Security Service, the Finnish National Cyber Security Centre (TRAFICOM), 
and ADISA (UK Asset Disposal and Information Security Alliance), among others. Global 
Erasure meets and exceeds strict government regulations and industry standards, such as the 
GDPR, HIPAA, FACTA, PCI DSS, SOx and the Data Protection Act. Once a disk is erased, a 
digitally signed, tamper-proof certificate of erasure provides a detailed audit trail to comply with 
external or internal auditing requirements.
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Data Erasure: Global Erasure

100%
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Global Erasure Certificate



CMR has partnered with Restore Technology to provide destruction and recycling of any 
devices that failed to data erase. We consolidate our devices for a monthly pickup from 
Restore Technology.

Restore Technology is UK government-approved to handle and destroy protectively marked 
media up to the highest UK security level, they can carry out this service at scale at either their 
own facilities or on our sites.

The service includes full reporting, ensuring every single asset is tracked and accounted for, 
and certificates of destruction are also provided.

Data shredding
Restore Technology’s CPNI and NCSC-approved destruction service includes hard drive 
shredding – They are capable of shredding down to 2mm, as required. The service includes 
the scanning of hard-drive serial numbers prior to shredding on site, ensuring a complete audit 
trail of secure data destruction.

Data degaussing
Restore Technology’s degaussing machines use a powerful magnetic force to destroy the data 
on the processed devices.
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Recycling/Destruction

Ultra-secure
Restore Technology are approved 

to destroy data to the maximum UK 
security level, and they can meet 
any destruction policy worldwide.

Tracked
Our equipment will be tracked 

through the entire process, and a 
full destruction report for all assets 

will be provided once complete.

Sustainable
Their recycling processes involve 

segregating assets into their waste 
streams before they are sent to 
vetted, specialized downstream 

waste partners for material 
reclamation.

Compliant
Their services are compliant with 
all security and environmental 
standards, giving us complete 

peace of mind.
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Recycling/Destruction Certificate



Our facility is a certified Transport Asset Protection Association (TAPA), and a Facility 

Security Requirements (FSR) level A site which is the highest standard. Many security 
measures are put in place such as 24/7 CCTV covering all the building and every workstation. 
Security guards and full body scanners are used for every members of staff coming in and out 
the building.

The FSR Standard is reviewed independently every 3 years but audited every year in between 
consultation with the Association’s members to ensure its effectiveness and efficiency. For TD 
SYNNEX EMEA, this is a mandatory standard and certification.

We are proud to report that our building security exceeds the FSR standard.
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CMR Security Measures


